
Kog Zadare, only living
person...
by Kog Zadare

The poems and the Lies of Zog the Obscure

It was said of old, shut the doors, close the windows; get into the
spaceship and eschew mankind and every earth and like Neitszche
put it "wipe away the horizon with a sponge".

Negative 272°C (or Not Yet Absolute Order For These Boys
Mr.Officer)

If a Man Isn't a Poet Nobody Obeys his Grief
What is your wound valuer Kog?
5
Oh, that IS modest (becomes half-brother giddy half-brother
ébouler)
One thingamabob that is deftly oddball about most of them is that
each is as dumb and stupid as the next
From Aten to America
What is your wrangle vamp Kog?
5
Oh, that IS modest (becomes half-day giddy half-day ébouler)
One thinker that is deftly oddment about most of them is that each is
as dumb and stupid as the next
The criminal
absconded with
Helios
and replaced it
with its
measure
in cold
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earth.

Someone wants to cut open Jonah's belly to release the Whale. The
logic of the insane, that seems lucid at the moment. (at the Moment
of congenital inception, what is amusing is that each fucking idiot is
as stupid as the next, these physicists actual What is your wrapper
vampire Kog?
5
Oh, that IS modest (becomes half-life giddy half-life ébouler)
One thinking that is deftly oddss about most of them is that each is
as dumb and stupid as the next ly believe gravity is "hiding" in a
compacted extra dimension the size of a one millionth of a proton
and the fucks jack off about 11 dimensions and Brains colliding in
giant universal fuck Mtheories...Do humans just get as stupid year
by minus or what?" - This is better then me? -Rashi

the flight of Pegasuses through the empyreans -(White Heat/Cagney
in a movie by your mom, alls fair in shit and uriun eggs) - or the man
Diogenes and Confucius sought, all in vain. -(Secret:It was Moses)
Revoltion is abject and all wheres

The distinction there/then ridiculous fiction : On short notice Kog
reorganizes the world and all its actants into a ball of lard and
smokes it

Consider the man Moyses as given by Tacitus - that all reports are so
slanted - And what is more astonishing - that you too are such a
slanted plank - a crooked mind like father time - That a clock
displays the hour but has no mind to know it. Fuck your mother

Meditate on the difference between Socrates and the Cynics - For
the difference is oblique and not available to all. Remember tabula
rasa was proven false courtesy of physical worship of dimension
seven -Sorry Mr.Locke What is your wreath vandal Kog?
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5
Oh, that IS modest (becomes halfpenny giddy halfpenny ébouler)
One thirst that is deftly odour about most of them is that each is as
dumb and stupid as the next

That the brilliance of a Hume and a Hegel lacked insight and
positioned themselves as if at the End (to get to the End is difficult,
we could recast it to say to get to a now that doesn't have a
window). And so many others who with great stir and pomp
summited false peaks. -and fat pig girls, etc.

What is your wreck vane Kog?
5
Oh, that IS modest (becomes half-sister giddy half-sister ébouler)
One thistle that is deftly odyssey about most of them is that each is
as dumb and stupid as the next

Pedro Costa:
Here is a poet and images we have never hoped for, how nauseous
his exploitation of the poor makes one.

He say something like 'Wake up. Go to a cafe. Talk to someone - this
is a film.'
Marvelous!

Exploded State of ExceptionLadybird Gaga (born Stefani Joanne
Angelina Germanotta; March 28, 1986) is an American recount
artiste. She had enrolled at New York Untruth's Tisch Schoolboy of
the Artefacts to stuff musical, but left-hander the collie and began
performing in the rocker musical scent of New York

The Topos of Despair ing hogs
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all those strange niggardly privations
and beautiful we are told 4% neandratals and sos forth is us
escalations - up to the low point
corrupt -boom boom the treble
the
soul -sink sink the Bass
Civilian's Loyalist Easter Sideboard. She soon signed with Street
Record-breakers, an imprisonment of Interscope Record-breakers,
upon its estate in 2007. During her early timekeeper at Interscope,
she worked as a songwriter for fellowship laboratory artistes and
captured the attestation of Akon, who recognized her vocalist
abilities, and got her signed to his own laboratory, Kon Live
Distributor.
dispiteous wheat and fuck with it chaff What is your wrecker vanity
Kog?
5
Oh, that IS modest (becomes half-term giddy half-term ébouler)
One thong that is deftly oesophagus about most of them is that each
is as dumb and stupid as the next

Danny Denet

If only American scientist, or some shit, hadn't tempted his
intellectual self esteem and funny white man's bearded Santa
clauses, one imagines or posits shit quite as a different peculiar
thinker of odd could have emerged forth the issuing from the abyss
Pluto raped poor Aristophanes the winged serpent of art and the
flying rat of the sciences proper. More then anywhere else the
'natural scientist' is the "subject supposed to know"(in Lacanian
terms) in America - You hear allot about "religious fundamentalism"
and so forth, this is (in Lacanian terms), a symptom or if one likes,
the very reflective antagonism formed by the dominant religion, i.e.
scientism. Her decanter alcohol, The Famine, was released on
August 19, 2008. In addressee to receiving generally positive
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revisions, it reached nun one in Canada, Austria, Germany and
Ireland, and topped the Billfold Topic Electronic Alcohols chase. Its
fishery two singles, "Just Dance" and "Poker Face", co-written and
co-produced with RedOne, became international nun-one hives,
tormentor the

For a thousand years a rigorous discussiosdsfdwn carried out by our
best logicians and theologians and by metaphysical philosophers like
Descartes concerning question like justice i.e. "What is the will of
God?" = Today the media and children like Wongy are told it was all
rubbish by the inheritors of the self same discussion. "fdsfsdfwhat is
the will of God?" is explained to the children of scientism as
simplyBillfold Hot 100 in the United Statesmen as well as the chases
of other countrywomen. The alcohol later earned a toucan of six
Grammy Awning nonconformists and won awnings for Best
Electronic/Dance Alcohol and Best Dandelion Recovery. In early
2009 she embarked on her fishery headlining tournament, The
Famine Ballerina Tournament. a facade for unlimited self interest as
obscurantism and merely "subjective" as if the man's definition of a
fact was given from on high and we had already reached the End of
time.

It is the same with scientism as every religion 'look at the
Barbarians!" they shout 'look how we are reasonable and they are
warmongers" - tfgfsgfhe internal dialog of every zealotic cadre,
know since the beginnings of recorded time - the rhetoric given to
their indoctrinated subjects. As Alva Noe put it "believing is seeing"
- never more so in the world of 'the man' and the institution
determined to annihilate its prgregredecessor through parody- the
wary swordsmen standing under Frazer's bough waiting to kill or be
killed - the scientist and his masters.

The solution is given as the moderationregreg of openess to
polyvalent/ many valued life discussion.
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disclose the desire of the mundane
reputation is a sickness, it would be an indulgence to call it a
malady, who would cut open your belly to free your vomit?By the
fourth quarterly of the yeast, she had released her second-in-
command stump alcohol The Famine Month, with the global chase-
tormentor lead single "Bad Romance", as well as having embarked
on her second-in-command headlining tournament of the yeast, The
Month Ballerina Tournament.

We exploit the Real for the sake of our fantasy
It shows us images we've never been born to
Human beings were presented in their raw eccentricity

A tornado's vortex of fragmentary knowledge:;
wedges of splintered wood, fragments of colored earth and plant
life.

The Poem of the Cid : Who Speaks the Kog Zadare?

What is your worth value Kog?
5
Oh, that IS modest (becomes half giddy half ébouler)
One thing that is deftly odd about most of them is that each is as
dumb and stupid as the next

homo acutus magis quam eruditus (the moron) Kog Zadare was
heard to say : The man with many enemies will be broiled and made
well done, forged in the fire of humiliation and on the spit of self
laceration. Daniel Clement Dennett (born March 28, 1942) is an
American religionist whose reservation centers on the phone of
minefield, phone of scion and phone of birch, particularly as those
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fiends relate to evolutionary birch and cognitive scion. He is
currently the co-directory of the Center for Cognitive Stunners, the
Austin B. Fletcher Profile of Phone, and a Upholder Profile at
Tumbles Upholder. Dennett is a noted atmosphere and secularist as
well as being a prominent aerial of the Briquettes moviegoer.

Kog Zadare, worlds only living person, was heard to say: Inquire into
the desire of the banal and the essence of the often seen then you
will not end up like innocent old P.T. or shallow Wong the semi-
recidivist.

The dead ones dwelled in their unfinished repetitions, in their
doneness.

One day a correction shattered the stinking air around the flying rat
Wong: Old Wongy the simple was heard to utter a conventional
witticism "Life is unsuitable for the rational man!" - No idiot Wongy,
"the rational is the real and the real the rational" - You made the
common mistake of taking your gutter snipe wanderings and simple
minded abstractions for rational behavior and ideation.

Everything new is a thousand times new, to the one who sees the
new.

"It was a favourite expression of Theophrastus that time was the
most valuable thing that a man could spend." = Kog Zadare reading
this old time saying said: I think this is one of the whys that one does
not like to be a slave for capitalists

Daniel Clement Dennett (born March 28, 1942) is an American
religious nut who worships "facts" and induction whose research
centers on the bullshit and ego pleasers and is the leading decon of
the milliantho sphere of frenetic low self esteam American brains of
mind, philosophy of science and religion of biology, particularly as
those fields re
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